Using a configuration approach, we define the dynamics of the "parking process" on random graphs as a measure-valued Markov process. We then establish a functional law of large numbers when the number of vertices grows to infinity. This allows us to characterize the jamming constant of various random graphs.
Introduction
Consider a graph G with vertices or sites V. The parking process in continuous time on a finite graph may be described as follows. At time 0, all sites are vacant. They all have independent exponential clocks. When the clock of a given vacant site rings and all of its neighbors are vacant, this site turns occupied. Otherwise, nothing happens. Once occupied, a site remains so for ever. The process goes on until all sites are either occupied or have at least one of their neighbors occupied. The final state of the process is often referred to as the jamming limit.
This model has been considered on discrete structures like Z d [16, 8] and on point processes [15, 8, 2] and has received a great amount of attention in physical and communications sciences. In physics and biological sciences, where it is usually refered to as random sequential absorption, it models phenomena of deposition of colloidal particles or proteins on surfaces (see [5] ). In communication sciences and in wireless networks in particular, it allows to represent the number of connections for CSMA-like algorithms in a given time-slot, for a given spatial configuration of terminals (see [12] for a classical reference for the definition of the protocol). The general idea of CSMA is to schedule transmissions in such a way that nodes that interfere each other would not transmit simultaneously. See for instance [2] for a stochastic geometry based model in which CSMA is approximated by a Matérn like process.
In the present article, we study a configuration version of this process on random graphs, i.e. we construct simultaneously a random (multi)-graph and the associated parking process. By doing so, we follow a procedure related to that of [13] , which also used a configurational model to construct a random social network together with a SIR process which propagates on it. We first define these dynamics for a graph with a fixed number of sites n and we study the time-evolution of the empirical measure of the degrees of the vacant sites, which defines a measure-valued Markov process. Then, under the assumption that the initial empirical measure of degrees converge, plus mild moment assumptions, we take n to infinity and prove a functional law of large numbers on the evolution of the empirical measures of degrees. We show in particular that given our assumptions on the initial random (multi)-graph degree distribution, the limit is unique and can be described by a non-linear infinite-dimensional system of differential equations. (The uniqueness of the deterministic limiting measured-value flow is proved using an adequate norm on the spaces of solutions.) The proof of convergence follows from successive approximations for the generator of the process on finite graphs, relying in particular on quantifying the probability to obtain self-loops and multi-edges. While much simpler that studying directly the dynamics of the parking process on a fixed simple graph, the configuration approach also allows to prove a functional law of large number for dynamics on (simple) random graphs.
These results can be applied in a variety of practical situations (diverse random graphs). In the case of the Erdös-Rényi graph, we show that a state space collapse phenomenon occurs and we retrieve known results on the density of the jamming limit, linked to the size of the maximal independent set discovered by the simple (greedy) exploring algorithm. We then apply these results to obtain a characterization for the intensity of the jamming limit of the parking process on Z and we retrieve a famous constant calculated by Rényi [9, 18] . We finally illustrate our results by giving the numerical values of jamming constants for several degree distribution of interest and compare them to non-random strucutres.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the dynamics of the parking process, first on a fixed graph and then on a random graph using a configurational approach. In Section 3, we state our main results and their consequences. In Section 4 we calculate the generator of the measure-valued Markov process and a semi-martingale decomposition is introduced. In Section 5, we prove our main result.
Notation. We introduce here the main notation used throughout the paper
• We denote by R the set of real numbers, and R+ (respectively, R * ) the subset of non-negative (resp., non-null) real numbers. Let also N be the set of non-negative integers and N * , the subset of positive integers. For any x, y ∈ R, let x ∧ y = min{x, y}, x ∨ y = max{x, y} and x + = x ∨ 0.
• Let B b be the set of Borel bounded functions: R → R. For all φ ∈ B b , denote
Denote for all borel set A, 1l A the indicator function of A. Denote by 1, the real function constantly equal to 1 and for any k ∈ N, χ k the monom x → x k . Also, for all φ ∈ B b , denote by ∆φ the discrete gradient of φ i.e, ∆φ(i) = φ(i) − φ(i − 1), ∀ i ∈ N.
• Let M F (N), the set of finite measures on N. We write µ(i) := µ({i}) for any µ ∈ M F (N) and any i ∈ N. The null measure is denoted 0. For all µ ∈ M F (N) and all φ : R → R, µ, φ denote the integral of φ with respect to µ:
µ, φ = φ(x)µ(dx) = i∈N φ(i)µ(i).
In this way, for any such µ and any A ⊂ N, µ, 1l A = µ(A) is the measure of A, µ, 1 = µ(N) is the total mass of µ, and for any k ∈ N * , µ, χ k represents the moment of order k of µ. For any counting measure µ ∈ M F (N), we will be led to order and index the atoms of µ as follows:
-we denote for any ℓ ∈ {1, ..., µ(0)}, v ℓ (µ) the ℓth atom of degree 0 ranked in arbitrary order;
-by induction, for any i ∈ N and any ℓ ∈ {1, ..., µ(i + 1)}, v i j=1 µ(j)+ℓ (µ), the ℓth atom of degree i + 1, in arbitrary order, in a way that
(1) • Unless explicitly mentioned, throughout all the random variables (r.v.'s, for short) are defined on a common probability space (Ω, F , P) . On the latter, let us write "⇒"
for weak convergence of r.v.'s, and
→ for convergence in probability. Finally, let us denote ( M t ) t≥0 the quadratic variation of any
Dynamics on finite graphs
We first define formally the dynamics of the parking process on a fixed finite graph. Let V the set of sites or vertices, of cardinality n ≥ 1. Each site has a random clock independent of everything else. In the sequel, we distinguish between explored sites (the sites whose clocks have rung or have an occupied neighbor) and the rest of the sites, called unexplored. At any time t, the sites set V can be expressed as V = A t ∪ B t ∪ U t where • A t is the set of occupied sites up to t,
• B t is the set of explored but vacant sites up to t,
• U t is the set of unexplored sites at time t.
The parking algorithm is introduced hereafter by induction on k ∈ N:
1. at time t 0 := 0, set U 0 = V i.e. all the sites are unexplored 2. at t k the time at which the clock of an element i k of U t k−1 rings, we set:
. . , j r } where {j 1 , . . . , j r } are the unexplored neighbors of
repeat the process over and over until the instant t p such that U t p = ∅.
Note that the clocks associated to the {j 1 , . . . , j r } neighbors of i k can be now ignored (they will never be occupied since they already have an occupied neighbor).
The jamming limit is given by the set A t p , i.e. the terminal set of occupied sites.
Configuration algorithm and measure-valued Markov process
We now consider these dynamics on a random graph. A simple Markovian description of the latter model can be obtained using a construction where the random graph and the process are jointly defined. This approach is closely related to the configuration model proposed by Bollobás [4] and Molloy and Reed [14] (see also [6] ). It has the particularity that the whole graph is not known at any given moment, but only a part of it. As mentioned above, at any time t, the sites can be elements of A t , B t or U t , and we say equivalently that they are of class a, b or u. For any j ∈ V, let d j be the degree of j, i.e. the number of neighbors of j. We do not assume the knowledge of the exact collection of neighbors of any site j ∈ U t . Hence the edges starting from all such j can be seen for now as unmatched half-edges. To clarify the picture, we say that j is the ego of any of its half edges, and that the ego of the half edge which will be matched with it is the alter (notice however that the graph is non-oriented: any edge linking j to ℓ is the matching of two half-edges, one of ego j and alter ℓ, the other of ego ℓ and alter j, so j and ℓ play symmetric roles for it). To construct an edge two open half-edges are paired together.
We define now a descriptor of the previous dynamics in terms of half-edges instead of neighbors. Our descriptor gives us, at any time t and for any j ∈ U t , the number of half-edges of ego j and alter, another element of U t which is not fixed yet. We say that such half-edges are of class u → u. As soon as a site of class u becomes of class a, its half-edges previously of class u → u become a → b. The corresponding u sites becoming of class b (whose identity is drawn uniformly in a sense which will be specified hereafter) have former u → u half edges which become b → u or b → b, and the same numbers of formerly u → u half edges change status to u → b and b → b. In all cases, the matchings between these half edges are drawn uniformly in the "pool" of available half-edges of the various classes. Observe that this construction may lead to the presence of self-loops and multiple edges, resulting in a multigraph [19] . However the number of these self-loops and multiple edges vanishes when the graph size grows.
A full picture of the dynamic is given at any t by the following element of the set M F (N):
where d j (U t ) is the number of neighbors of j of class u at time t (neighbors of j in the set U t ). In other words µ t puts a unit of mass, for each node of U t , at the number of its neighbors which are elements of U t . Notice that the number U t of sites in U t , and the number E t of edges from U t to itself are respectively given by µ t , 1 := U t and 1 2 µ t , χ := 1 2 E t .
The initial state is then represented by the random measure
To simplify the exposition (and without loss of generality) we suppose that µ 0 , χ is an even number. Assume that the clock of an unexplored site rings at time t. Several state changes occur instantaneously but following a given sequence. To make the exposition simpler, we use the notation t, t ++ and t +++ to distinguish between the different steps of the state actualization.
(i) The corresponding vertex a becomes class a: let i be an integer drawn uniformly in {1, 2, . . . U t }, representing the index of the vertex a, in the order of increasing degrees towards U t . Then, the degree of the vertex towards U t is given by
, where for all positive measure µ on N, F µ is the cumulative function associated to µ and F −1 µ , its generalized inverse. We set and update the measure as follows,
(ii) The neighbors of the corresponding vertex become of class b : The number of half-edges starting from other vertices than a equals µ t , χ − K(µ t ). Thus we are in the following alternatives:
, there are enough half-edges available outside vertex a to avoid self-loops for a. We then match the K(µ t ) half-edges of a to K(µ t ) half-edges emanating from other sites;
with half-edges having other ego than a. As a consequence, a necessarily has
self loops (which is an even number by assumption).
Consequently, there are K (µ t ) ∧ ( µ t , χ − K(µ t )) half-edges leading to other alters than a, and the corresponding sites shift from u to b. The number of such sites is determined as follows. Let for all i ∈ N * , Y (µ t )(i) ∈ N be the number of halfedges emanating from a and leading to an element of U t having a degree i toward U t at time t. We also defineỸ (µ t )(i), the number of neighbors of a and which were of degree i toward U t at t (and which become elements of B t ++ at t ++ ). The infinite sized random vectors Y (µ t ) andỸ (µ t ) are viewed as M F (N)-valued. So as mentioned above, the measures Y (µ t ) andỸ (µ t ) possibly differ in the number of multiple edges between the new a site and its various neighbors. But we clearly have that
is drawn uniformly, and independently of everything else, in the set
and
and the measure is updated accordingly:
Remark 2.1. Remark that we do not explicitly described howỸ (µ t ) can be deduced from Y (µ t ), as it is a combinatorially intricate function of Y (µ t ). We shall however use in the sequel that the difference becomes negligible when the graph size grows (since the number of multiple edges and self-loops vanishes), which is a crucial aspect of this construction.
(iii) Other vertex shifting from class u to class b : if Y (µ t ) = 0, some of the u → u half-edges of the sites which are still unexplored now lead to sites of class b, and those have to be updated to u → b (their alter is a neighbor of the new a site). Let X(µ t ) be the number of such half-edges (and set X(µ t ) = 0 if Y (µ t ) = 0). The latter equals the total amount of u → u half-edges at t + , minus the number of such half-edges becoming b → b, and minus those remaining u → u.
For any i ∈ N, anyone of theỸ (µ t ) i new b-sites of initial degree i toward U t , had one half edge with alter the new a-site, so the degree of the corresponding vertex towards U t + at t + equals i − 1. Consequently, at t ++ the number of half-edges with ego of class b which were u → u at t + equals
Some of these half-edges will be matched together (hence becoming b → b), and the X(µ t ) other ones will be matched to half-edges having ego of class u, thus becoming b → u. We need to keep track of these ones. We have to update the degrees of the remaining u-sites by subtracting the number of their neighbors which have changed status from u to b, or in other words, by distributing among the sites of U t ++ , the X(µ t ) half-edges which have changed status, from u → u to u → b. This is done as follows. For any i ∈ N and ℓ ∈ N * , let W (µ t ) i,ℓ be the number of half edges of the ℓ-th vertex of U t ++ having initial degree i toward U t (ranked in arbitrary order), which change status from u → u to u → b. For any i ∈ N, there are
sites of U t ++ which had initial degree i toward U t . Then, the double-indexed sequence W (µ t ) is drawn uniformly and independently of everything else, in the set w ∈ N N×N * ; w iℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . i}, i ∈ N,
with the convention that W (µ t ) iℓ = 0 for all i and ℓ if X(µ t ) = 0. Then, we have that
Notice moreover that
which is a.s. an even number (see Lemma A.2 in the appendix).
Steps (i)-(iii) thus establish the transitions of the Markov process (µ t ) t≥0 in M F (N): for all t, h > 0, if Clock t denotes a r.v. exponentially distributed of parameter λ µ t , 1 , from (2), (3) and (4) we obtain that
Additionally, it follows from (5) that µ t , χ is an even number for all t ≥ 0.
3 Main results and consequences
Hydrodynamic limit
We are interested in the behavior of the measure-valued process µ as the size n of the graph grows to infinity. We shall index all the parameters of the system by a superscript n. We let
n n ) be the degrees of the n vertices of the graph at time 0. In other words,
Our main result is the following.
where ν is a deterministic element of M F (N) such that for some constants α > 0 and M > 1, α < ν, χ and ν, χ 6 < M.
Then, for all T and all φ ∈ B b ∪ {χ},
whereμ is the unique element of C (R+, M F (N)) satisfying the following infinite dimensional differential system: for all t ≥ 0 and all bounded φ,
Remark 3.2. A consequence of the proof of this theorem is the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (9) .
Remark 3.3. By our very assumptions, µ n 0 , 1 = n and thus μ n 0 , 1 = 1. It thus follows from (7) and (8) that μ 0 , 1 = 1, in other wordsμ 0 is a probability measure. Since we have assumed without loss of generality that M > 1, it also follows that μ 0 , 1 = 1 < M , a fact that will be used at several points of the proofs.
Remark 3.4. The previous theorem was stated for a multi-graph construction. However we may also turn our attention to the case of the Parking process defined on a simple graph, using the known fact that configuration constructions allow to obtain a simple graph with strictly positive probability (independent of n) [19] . This result is summarized in the Appendix B. Hence, assuming (8) and (7), the parking process on a simple random graph converges in probability towards the unique limitμ previously characterized. Indeed using Proposition B.1 of the Appendix and the convergence in probability of the configuration model process, for all x, for all κ > 0, for all n sufficiently large, there exists ε such that:
Particular test functions
Let for all t ≥ 0, u t = μ t , 1 and e t = μ t , χ , the asymptotic numbers of vertices of class u and of half-edges starting from u, respectively, at time t. Assume thatμ 0 is a probability measure, in other words u 0 = μ 0 , 1 = 1. Applying (9) to φ = 1 and φ(x) = χ(x) = x for all x ∈ R, we obtain that for all t,
The Erdös-Rényi case: a state space collapse
Consider the particular case of an Erdös-Rényi graph. Let U n t = µ n t , 1 the number of unexplored sites at time t. It is well known in that case that if the parameter of connection between nodes (let us denote it a n ) is such that n.a n → c when n tends to infinity (in other words, when the binomial degree distribution of the graph converges to a Poisson distribution with parameter c), then a fluid limit can be obtained for U n t which is itself a Markov process. In continuous time, the semi-martingale decomposition for U n t reads
and provided that na n −→ n→∞ c, the fluid limit equation forŪ
Let us check that this equation is consistent with the more general description of the hydrodynamic limit. Let us denote furtherĒ n t = μ n t , χ . For all n and all t we have that
where the X n ij are independent Bernouilli random variables of probability a n , independent of U n t . Thus,
so we obtain that e t = cu 2 t , which shows that (12) is consistent with (10), and implies in particular thatė
Now, notice that for all n and t,
so we obtain that
Characterization of jamming constants
Characterizing the jamming constant of parking problems has a long history in mathematics, see e.g. [15] . One of the most studied problem in this area is the so-called random sequential absorption on discrete structures. We show here that our results allow to retrieve known explicit results in dimension 1 and to obtain a characterization in terms of differential equations for the jamming constant of random graphs with a limiting degree distribution. Let for all t ≥ 0, J
the number of occupied sites at t among the n initial sites. For any given n, the stopping time
clearly is a.s. finite. The Jamming limitJ n of the graph having initially n vertices, is the proportion of activated sites among all vertices at the end of the procedure. In other words, it is given byJ
The following result can be deduced from Theorem 3.1. Its proof is provided in section 5.5.
Corollary 3.5 (Jamming constant of random graphs). Assume (7) and (8) . Then,
where
Jamming constant on the discrete line. When the limiting degree distribution is taken to be δ 2 , a simple geometric argument shows that the jamming constant of the constructed random graph has to coincide with the jamming constant of the usual parking process on Z. The limiting equation forμ is then (taking λ = 1):
After tedious but simple calculus, one obtains:
Hence, the jamming constant is given by:
which is one of the famous Rényi parking constants (see [9] Section 5.3.1).
Jamming constant for various limiting degree distribution We now give numerical values of jamming constants for several limiting degree distribution and compare them with the (best known approximations of) jamming constants of specific (nonrandom) graphs with the same degree distribution. For instance, we compare the jamming constant in random graphs with distribution δ 4 and the jamming constant of Z 2 (which closed form is unknown [9] ).
Degree distribution JC of Random Graphs JC of Specific Graphs
= 0.4323323583
0.3750000528 0.37913944 (Honeycomb) δ (4) 0.3333333808 0.3641323 (Z 2 ) Table 1 : Jamming constants for different degree distributions and their counterparts on deterministic graphs (simulation values for deterministic graphs are taken from [20] ).
Generator and semi-martingale decomposition
Let n ∈ N * . The infinitesimal generator Q n of the nth process (µ n t ) t≥0 is defined for all measurable F : M F (N) → R such that the following limit exists (we say in that case that F belongs to the domain of Q n ), by
Let φ : R → R be a bounded function, and denote for all µ ∈ M F (N), Π φ (µ) = µ, φ . We show that Π φ belongs to the domain of Q n and deduce Q n Π φ from (6). Assume that µ n 0 = µ. From our construction, the probability that a node of degree k is drawn equals the proportion of atoms at level k among all atoms of the measure µ n 0 . In other words, conditionally to {µ n 0 = µ},
On the other hand, it is easily seen that conditionally to {µ
, where the P (i)'s are given by
In other words, we have for all y ∈ M F (N) such that y, 1 ≤ k ∧ ( µ, χ − k) and
and we denote E [. | µ, k] the corresponding conditional expectation. For allỹ ∈ M F (N), the probability that {Ỹ (µ n 0 ) =ỹ} conditionally to {µ
and we defineẼ [. | µ, k, y] accordingly. The precise form of this distribution is not needed explicitly, sinceỸ (.) and Y (.) tend to coincide for large graphs, i.e.P(y | µ, k, y) tends to 1 for large n. This will be shown in the generator approximations of section 5.1, and for this we will need to introduce the following quantity:
= P the new a-vertex a at 0 has no multiple edge towards another u-vertex
In other words, recalling (1) we have that
since the number of (ordered) configurations entailing a multiple edge between a and a given u-vertex u, is less that than the number of pairs of half edges starting from u, times the number of couples of half-edges matched with the k half-edges of a.
Let us now examine the distribution of the r.v. X(.). Using Lemma A.2, if we consider that 'class 1' gathers the half-edges starting from the elements of B 0 + and 'class 2' is the set of half edges starting from elements of U 0 + , then it is easily seen that, conditionally to µ 
In particular, from (98), for all x ≤ m ∧ (M − m) such that m − x is even, we have that for all µ, k and y as above,
and from (99), (22) and (23),
Regarding W (.), by counting the elements of the set
we readily obtain that for all w ∈ W(µ, k, y, x) and all µ, k, y and x,
We also introduce the following probability:
= P no new b-vertex at 0 has a multiple edge towards a remaining u-vertex
Just as (21), we obtain thať
, the number of half-edges starting from a u vertex of degree i toward u, which become u → b at 0. It then follows from (26) that, conditionally to {µ n 0 = µ}, {K (µ n 0 ) = k}, {Y (µ n 0 ) = y} and {X (µ n 0 ) = x}, the integer measure Z (µ n 0 ) follows a multivariate hypergeometrical distribution of parameters (n − 1, µ, χ − k − y, χ , x, P ′ ), where
In other words, for all z ∈ M F (N),
Therefore, for all h > 0, from (6) and (17) we obtain that for all µ ∈ M F (N),
where P(y | µ, k),P(ỹ | µ, k, y),P(x | µ, k, y) andP(w | µ, k, y, x) are respectively defined by (18) , (19) , (24) and (26).
Semi-martingale decomposition
Fix n ∈ N * , and let (F n t ) t≥0 the natural filtration of µ n . In particular, from (30) it is easy to check using Lemma 3.5.1 and Corollary 3.5.2 of [7] , that for any n, µ n is a FellerDynkin process of the space D ([0, ∞), M F (N)). It then follows from standard stochastic calculus that for any bounded φ : R → R, the following is a F n -martingale:
of bracket process given for all t by
5 Proof of Theorem 3.1
The strategy of the proof is as follows. After showing that the generator can be approximated for large n by the (non-linear) application Ψ (at least on a well chosen restriction of the state space), we can show uniqueness of the possible limit -which is solution of the deterministic system of equations (9)-together with the convergence in probability towards this limit, using truncation arguments.
Generator approximations
Let us recall the definition of α and M in (8) . Let us also define the following subset of M F (N):
Recall the definition of the map Ψ : (9) . In this section we show that the finite variation part
ds of {μ n } can be approximated by Ψ (μ n ) as long as it takes its values in M α,M . To show this, we first write for all n, t and φ,
where for all µ such that µ, χ > 0,
Then, we decompose the rescaled generator into two termsĀ n andB n that will be shown to get close toĀ n andB n as n goes large, when applied to a measure µ such that 1 n µ ∈ M α,M . For doing so, the combinatorial approximation arguments for large n will turn out to be valid only if the first moment of the measure remains 'of order n' after the transformation corresponding to the deletion of the new a-vertex and the new b-vertices. We thus have to tease apart the cases where the degrees of the latter vertices are too big, which corresponds to a third termC n , which will be shown to vanish. More precisely, we write for all n, µ ∈ M F (N) and all φ ∈ B b ,
We first have the following.
Lemma 5.1. For all n and all µ such that
Proof. Recall the decomposition (40). First,
Second, as µ, χ > nα we have that
Hence, in view of the distribution of Y (.) in (18) and from (96), we obtain
where the last bound is true for n > 4 3α . Therefore, for all such n we have that
where we reason as for (41) in the second upper-bound. Last, as for all k and y, µ, χ − k − y, χ ≥ 0, we have that
Therefore,
applying again the same argument as for (41). The proof is complete by gathering (41), (44) and (46). ✷ We now turn to the termĀ n andB n .
Lemma 5.2. For all n, all µ such that
Proof. First, as 1 n µ ∈ M α,M , for all k such that k ≤ nα/2 we have that
which will be used in several points of this proof. In particular, from (21) we clearly have for all n > 2/α and all k ≤ nα/2,
Let us now rewrite
First, as y, 1 = k and from (47), we have for all n > 2/α,
Second, using again the hypergeometrical distribution of Y (.) and (94) we have
where the upper-bound of the third term of the last inequality follows from the same argument as for (41). This, together with (49) in (48), concludes the proof. ✷ Lemma 5.3. For all n, all µ such that 1 n µ ∈ M α,M and all bounded φ,
Proof. Recall (42), and remark that
which will be useful here at several steps.B n (.) can be rewritten as follows,
, for all k ≤ µ, χ /4 and y such that y, χ ≤ nα 2 , we have that
Thus, likewise (47), from (28) we have for a sufficiently large n that
So injecting this in (53) we obtain that
where the constant C is given by
Finally, recalling the definition and the distribution of the M F (N)-valued r.v. Z(.) in (29), we have that
where we used (94) in the second inequality and in the third one, (25) together with the fact that k < µ, χ − k for all k ≤ µ, χ /4. But from (94) again, for all k ≤ µ, χ /4, y∈MF (N); y,1 =k; y,χ ≤nα/2
where the equivalent o 4 (n) follows from (43), just as in (44). Clearly, (56) implies in particular that
Hence, for n > 2/α,
for the third term of the third one. On another hand, for n > 2/α we have that
where we use (43) in the last upper-bound. So (58) and (59) in (55) yield
which, together with (54) in (52), completes the proof of the proposition. ✷
Tightness
Proposition 5.4. The sequence of measure-valued processes (μ
Proof. It is clear that the family of random measure {μ n t } n∈N * is tight for all fixed time t. Indeed we have almost surely:
Hence, the family of random variables {μ n t (A)} n∈N * is tight, which implies in turn that the family of random measures {μ n t } n∈N * is tight, for any time t (see Lemma 14.15 in [11] ).
Therefore, from Roelly's criterion [17] , it suffices to show that ( μ QΠ φ (µ n s ) ds and the bracket process M n (φ) . In detail, we aim at showing that for all ε > 0 and η > 0 there exists δ > 0 and n 0 such that
for any two sequences {τ n } n∈N * and {σ n } n∈N * of stopping times such that τ n < σ n < τ n +δ for all n ∈ N * . First, it readily follows from (37) and (31) that for all such n ∈ N * ,
using successively Markov's inequality and the hard bounds in the proofs of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. All the same, using (32) we obtain that for some constant C,
Clearly, from (62) and (63) we can choose δ small enough so that (60) and (61) hold for n 0 = 1, which concludes the proof. ✷
Uniqueness
Letμ t andν t , two solutions of (9) with the same initial conditionμ 0 , and let us denote γ t =μ t −ν t . Denote also for all α > 0,
Recall, that in view of our basic assumptions we have that
µ,χ we have that
Let for all t ≥ 0,
From (9), we have that
We first deal with the term A t . Using that
we get
Hence, using that F (μ t ) ≥ 1,
Let us now deal with B t . First observe that
Hence,
On the other hand, using Cauchy Schwartz,
where in the second inequality we used the fact that for a finite series x having positive terms, i∈N
All the same, we have that
Hence, using (66), (67) and (68) we obtain that
Finally, using (65) and (69) in (64), we obtain that for some positive constant C, for
Since G(0) = 0, G is a positive function and t µ α ∧ t ν α > 0, this shows using Gr?nwall's Lemma that G t = 0 for all such t. Therefore, t µ α = t ν α =: t α , andμ t andν t coincide up to t α . In other words there is at most one solution to (9) up to time t α . Since this is true for all α, and since the only solutionμ is such that t → μ t , χ is continuous, there is at most one solution up to the (possibly infinite) instant
The proof of uniqueness is completed by noticing that whenever t 0 < ∞, the only solution µ to (9) can be extended uniquely after t 0 , as follows:
Convergence
Letμ, the unique solution of (9) on the space
Let α > 0 and M > 0 be defined by assumption (8) . Let T > 0.
Convergence before reaching a given positive threshold.
We first prove the following result.
Proof. Let α > 0. For all n ∈ N we define the following stopping times:
and we denote for all n and t,μ is thus relatively compact for the topology of weak convergence. Letμ * a sub-sequential limit. Define
Notice that the processμ and hence the instant τ 2α , are a priori random. We have for all t ∈ [0, T ], On the one hand, in view of Lemma A.5 of ( [13] ), the following map is continuous for the Skorokhod topology:
and so does
Therefore, from the Continuous Mapping Theorem ( [3] ), along the latter subsequence the following convergence in distribution holds:
Hence, from Fatou's Lemma,
Now, it follows again from Lemma A.5 of ( [13] ) that for all φ ∈ B b the following mappings are continuous for the Skorokhod topology:
and it is a classical result (see for instance [?] ) that the followings map is also continuous:
y. . So from the Continuous Mapping Theorem, the map
is itself continuous, and it follows from the continuity of the map
together with (71), (72) and (73), that along the same sub-sequence
On another hand, wheneverμ n 0 ∈ M α,M we clearly have thatμ n,τ n α t∧τ2α ∈ M α,M for all t. Therefore, as a consequence of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 together with (8) , (31), (34) and (37), we have a.s. for all n ∈ N * , t ≥ 0 and φ ∈ B b ∪ {χ},
where o n,α is a process converging to 0 in probability and uniformly over compact sets.
Now, applying Doob's inequality to the stopped martingaleM n (φ) .∧τ n α ∧τ2α and using (32) as in (63) yields that
Moreover, for all ε we have that
in view of (7) and (8) . Plugging (7) together with (74), (76) and (77) into (75), and using Skorokhod Representation Theorem implies that on some probability space, almost surely
In other words,μ * coincides on [0, T ∧ τ 2α ] with a C ([0, T ], M F (N))-valued solution of (9) having initial deterministic valueμ 0 . As the latter is unique, we conclude (i) that τ 2α is deterministic, hence (ii) thatμ * coincides a.s. on [0, T ∧ τ 2α ] with this unique solution µ, and (iii) that τ 2α = t 2α (recall the definition (70)). In particular, as the tightness of {μ Using once again the Representation Theorem we obtain that on some probability space, As the latter holds true for all T > 0, we obtain that
Consequently, from (75) we obtain that for all ε > 0,
The first term on the r.h.s. vanishes for large n thanks to (78), the second one from Doob's inequality, the third one in view of (7) and the last one from (72). This concludes the proof. ✷ Asymptotics of the mass at the origin Let us first give the following lemma on the process counting the mass at the origin, at the fluid level. Recall that
Proof. Plainly, applying (9) to φ := χ leads to
Therefore, as μ t , χ ≥ 0 we obtain that
The proof is completed by noticing that for all s,
✷ Now, let for all n ∈ N * and all t ≥ t 2α , X n,α t = ♯ u-vertices of degree 0 at t 2α that have become a before time t ;
having become of degree 0 at time t and being still u at t .
Denote alsoX
for all n and t. Then, clearlȳ
As the u-vertices of degree 0 are independent of the rest of the graph and eventually all become a-vertices, it is clear that for any n, the process X n,α is Markov on N. It has rcll paths, its generator clearly readsQ
for all functions F : R → R and all x ∈ N, so it is routine to check that for some square integrable martingaleM n,α , for all t ≥ t 2α ,
Therefore, with (79) with obtain that
It also readily follows once again by Doob's inequality that the martingale term vanishes uniformly in L 2 , and in particular, that for all t ≥ t 2α ,
On another hand, applying (9) to φ ≡ 1l 0 , and observing that for all i ∈ N,
we get that
Combining this with (80) leads to
But by its very definition, we have that for all s ≥ t 2α and all n,
Plugging this together with Lemma 5.6 in (82) yields to
Therefore, from Gr?nwall's Lemma we conclude that
Proof of Theorem 3.1 Take any T > 0 and any function φ ∈ B b such that | φ(0) |> 0. Let ε > 0. We can chose positive numbers α, δ, η and ξ small enough so that (8) is valid, and so that
First, if T ≤ t 2α , Proposition 5.5 trivially implies that
If T > t 2α , define the following events:
Just as in (89), we have for all t ≥ t 2α that
so (90) implies that
which, together with (88) in (91), concludes the proof for χ.
Only the case where φ ∈ B b and φ(0) = 0 remains to be treated. But then, as in (92) we have for all t ≥ t 2α that
and the result follows exactly as for χ. ✷
Proof of Corollary 3.5
We conclude with the proof of Corollary 3.5. Recall the definitions (14) and (15) . Let for all t ≥ 0,
Let ε > 0. Using simple manipulations of the limiting differential system, we have that for all t ≥ 0, μ t , 1 ≤ exp(−λt). Similarly, applying (31) to φ ≡ 1 and taking expectations yields that for any t ≥ 0 and n ∈ N * ,
Consequently, there exists T > 0 such that
Observe now that for all n, (µ n , J n ) is a Markov jump process on M F (N) × N, whose infinitesimal generator can be readily deduced from (30). Applying Dynkin's lemma to the test function 
Conclusion
Using a configurational approach, we proved a large graph limit for the evolution of the degree-distribution of the parking dynamics on random graphs. These results have far-reaching consequences for describing jamming limits of random graphs. A natural question is to prove central limit and large deviations results around the hydrodynamic
limit. An open avenue of research is to relate these results with jamming constants of spatial birth and death processes with exclusion rules.
A Combinatorial results
Let us fix the probability space (Ω, F , P). We first introduce the definition, and several basic properties which are used in section 5.1, for the so called hypergeometrical distribution:
Definition A.1. Let n, N and p be three integers such that n ≥ 2 and N ≥ 1. Let P := (P (1), ..., P (n − 1)) ∈ N n−1 such that n−1 i=1 P (i) = N . We say that the measurevalued random variable Y ∈ M F (N ∩ [1, n − 1]) follows a multivariate hypergeometrical distribution of parameters (n, N, p, P ) if
• for all y ∈ M F (N ∩ [1, n − 1]) such that y(i) ≤ P (i),
, where A r s denotes the number of arrangements from r elements among s. The following main characteristics are well-known and easily calculated:
Cov (y(i), y(j)) = pP (i)P (j)
In particular, we readily deduce from the latter that 
On another hand, as there are at most p integers i such that y(i) > 0, a simple computation gives We now give the following result, on the random variable counting the number of matchings by pairs for a set of two subclasses. ! .
We now turn to the calculation of the mean. Given a first element of class 1, the mean number of possible matches in class 2 is N −m N −1 (since choosing a given edge is done with probability 1/(N − 1)). Then, it is easily checked using (98) and by induction, that for all k ≤ m the mean number of matching of the k-th element of class 1 also equals N −m N −1 . The proof is completed by summing the latter quantity over the m elements of class 1.
B Links between the configuration model and "usual" random graphs Denote CM n (d) the graph obtained using the configuration method. We recall the following result (Theorem 7.10 in [19] ).
Proposition B.1 (Uniform graphs with given degree sequence). For any degree sequence (d i ) i≤n , and conditionally on the event {CM n (d) is a simple graph}, CM n (d) is a uniform simple random graph with the prescribed degree sequence.
Moreover, we have the following Theorem (see Theorem 7.8 in [19] ): Proposition B.2 (Simplicity of multi graphs with given degree sequence). Suppose that the empirical measures µ n 0 converges (in distribution) to a measure µ 0 , and suppose as well the convergence of its two first moments, then the limiting multigraph is simple with a strictly positive probability p 0 .
